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Fowler exhibition spotlights a century of collecting at UCLA
Delayed for more than a year by the pandemic, “The Map and the Territory,” featuring works from
13 of the campus’s collections, will be on display when the Fowler Museum reopens on July 1.

Had COVID-19? You may only need one dose of two-dose vaccines
Improving UCLA’s preparedness for fire emergencies

http://public.bp.ucla.edu/vaw.asp?riid=28701&id=6B2D2B18074A0658D54BC58C96BCBF1A
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UCLA receives $1.45 million bequest for research related to artist
Raphael Montañez Ortiz
UCLA Congo Basin Institute receives community engagement award
Study reveals how immune cells can be trained to fight infections
Friends rally around late alumnus to support scholarship at UCLA TFT

FACULTY AND STAFF NEWS

UCLA

Susan Ettner named dean of UCLA Graduate Division
A faculty member since 1999, Ettner holds appointments in general internal medicine, health
services research, and health policy and management.

Renee Tajima-Peña wins Peabody for ‘Asian Americans’ docuseries
http://public.bp.ucla.edu/vaw.asp?riid=28701&id=6B2D2B18074A0658D54BC58C96BCBF1A
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UCLA International Institute welcomes new directors
Mark Krause appointed chief compliance and audit officer
COVID-19 information for the campus community
UCLA is continuing to monitor the progression of COVID-19 and the vaccination process while
working closely with local, state and national officials.

UCLA IN THE NEWS
The pandemic’s long-term mental health impacts | KNBC-TV
Blacks originated much of American music. Nation needs to right the record |
USA Today
For L.A.’s jet setters, semiprivate flights are taking off | Los Angeles Magazine
More than 1 million nonbinary adults live in U.S. | The Hill
Delta variant is spreading in California | Los Angeles Times
UCLA physicist and YouTuber made $10,000 bet | Vice
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